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Top rated

sport-thieme.com

44 Perfect for combining with

other equipment, e.g. with
a springboard or slackline
frame
44 Foldable, incl. anti-trap
protection
44 Space-saving storage
We also recommend:
• Slacklines, pages 426–427
• Spring boards, page 298

1 Parallel Support Bars

Collapsible. These parallel bars can be pushed together
to a width of 18 cm for compact and easy storage. Height
adjustable from 75–108 cm.
71 128 4300 Bar length: 250 cm
Each
71 128 4313 Bar length: 350 cm
Each

Reinhard wrote:
“I use these wall
bars for private therapy
and rehabilitation, and
I’m really impressed.”

3 Therapy Wall Bars
2 Parallel Support Bars with Platform

Particularly well-designed wall bars with powder-coated
steel frame and 2-bar overhang. Replaceable bars made
from beech. Complete with fixings. HxW: 240x90 cm.
Can hold up to 120 kg.
71 220 9308 
Each

Fixed. The width of the aluminium bars can be adjusted
making them wider or more narrow. They can even be set
4 Mesh Grid for Wall Bars
at an angle. The height is adjustable from 78 to 104 cm.
To be attached to therapy wall bars.
Particularly sturdy!
71 128 4326 Bar length: 250 cm
Each WxDxH: 79x79x79 cm. Can hold up to approx. 37 kg.
Each
71 128 4339 Bar length: 350 cm
Each 71 220 9601 
Pink
Pearl

Our
choice!
Rosewood

44 Effective health training for the entire

body

44 Firm foam
44 With hygienic cover

5 Sport-Thieme Exercise Roller

For exercising, rehabilitation and Bobath therapy, for automatic leg responses, head and core body control. Popular in nurseries, pre-schools and primary schools used
in combination with children’s exercise mats. Very firm
foam core, therefore easy to handle. Hygienic, washable
tarpaulin (100% polyester) cover.
71 127 5807 L: 100 cm, ø 30 cm
Each
71 127 5810 L: 100 cm, ø 40 cm
Each
71 127 9506 L: 100 cm, ø 50 cm
Each

280

44 For back exercises and therapy

6 Ledraplastic Physio Roll

A new play and therapy apparatus with a maximum load
of 300 kg. Many different variations of play and exercising are possible: roll on it, jump on it, balance on it, lie
on it on your back or stomach, also for vaulting and rocking, etc. With stopper.
ø 40 cm, red, L: 65 cm
71 109 1700
Each

7 Sport-Thieme ‘Vita-Roll’

Ideal for use in spinal exercises: the roll allows the back
muscles to stretch and relieves the strain on the intervertebral discs. The specific dimensions create a perfect anatomic curve to the surface allowing you to always
lay at least 4 vertebrae on it. When positioned upright,
the roll can also be used as a seat or side table. It is also
suitable for use as a building block for children. PU foam
with a solid core. Cover: synthetic leather (100% polyø 55 cm, yellow, L: 90 cm
71 109 1713
Each chloride). Available colours: rosewood, pearl or pink.
ø 40 cm, H: 48 cm.
ø 70 cm, blue, L: 115 cm
71 263 5301 Rosewood
Each
71 109 1726
Each
71 263 5314 Pearl
Each
Attention! Not suitable for children under 3 years. Contains individual
71 263 5327 Pink
Each
parts that may be swallowed. Danger of suffocation.
Please contact us for prices and shipping costs.

